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Abstract

We present a new question-answering corpus in French designed for the educational domain. To be useful in such

a domain, we have to propose more complex questions and be able to justify the answers on validated material.

We analyze some properties of this corpus. The last part of this paper is devoted to the presentation of the first

experiments we carried out to demonstrate the value of this dataset for learning a Retrieval Augmented Generation

framework. Different experiments are proposed, with an automatic evaluation. A human evaluation is finally exposed

to confirm or infirm this automatic evaluation.
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1. Introduction

This work takes place in the important area of ed-

ucation, particularly with the objective to help stu-

dents learn or revise their lessons by providing

them with exercises made up of questions and as-

sociated answers. To ensure that both questions

and answers are in line with the course, teach-

ers should provide large sets of exercises of this

type, basing the questions and of course the an-

swers on their lectures or duly validated. The aim

is to go beyond the simple factual questions that

are easy to answer and to be able to ask complex

questions that go beyond the search for a named

entity answer. For example, faced with a course

on the beginnings of the French Revolution, we

do not want to only ask when the storming of the

Bastille took place, but also what the reasons led

the demonstrators to this outcome, thus coming

closer to the course questions a teacher might ask.

To help teachers in this process, which would be

intensely time-consuming for them, we are work-

ing on the automatic constitution of such a corpus,

starting with the manual construction of an initial

one. At present, no corpus meets all these crite-

ria, i.e. questions and answers that can be com-

plex, that are based on validated but short sets of

documents (the teacher’s lessons), and, are in the

French language. We would like to work on several

disciplines, and possibly at different teaching levels,

but we’ve started our study with history as taught

at the end of middle school and the beginning of

high school. To have a basis for comparison, we

also carried out a few tests on Geography, Life

Science, and Civil Education. We thus built up a

corpus containing :

• questions created from course documents, not

only factual questions but also broader, more

complex ones

• answers that are either extracted from the

course or constructed from several elements

scattered throughout the document,

• the source document, which validates both the

interest of the question and the quality of the

answer produced.

With those different elements, this corpus could be

used to train components of a Retrieval Augmented

Generation (RAG) framework where retriever and

generator are needed. To this end, we propose in

this work to measure the adequacy of the dataset

to develop such application, evaluating the different

components of the framework.

We will first detail how we collected a new cor-

pus designed for the educational domain. Then,

we present an analysis of this corpus to introduce

its content. The last part of this paper will be de-

voted to present experiments we have carried out

to demonstrate the value of this dataset for learning

a RAG framework and how we can automatically

produce answers based on reliable materials, as

required in the educational field.

2. Related Works

Automatic summarization, questions, and answers

generation have been and remain central topics

in the NLP community. These different tasks ben-

efited from machine learning and deep learning

advances. The “transformer” neural architecture

proposed by Vaswani et al. (2017) has provided

significant improvements for generation. These

architectures have been revised in many ways by

addressing multi-tasks as in Raffel et al. (2020)

or (Radford et al., 2019) or by increasing the size
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of themodels and datasets as in Brown et al. (2020).

Primarily developed for the English language these

pre-trained models are now available in French

with CamemBERT and FlauBERT (Martin et al.,

2020; Le et al., 2020) language models (LM) or

the BARThez generation model (Eddine et al.,

2021). Most of the effective approaches now con-

sider multi-lingual settings for pre-training LM (Liu

et al., 2020).

Adaptation. To adapt these language models to

a specific task, a common approach consists of

fine-tuning the model on new data. However, this

process is prohibitive in terms of processing time

and capacity, particularly on larger models. To this

end, different approaches have emerged particu-

larly for large models, such as adapter (Pfeiffer

et al., 2020) consisting of fine-tuning only some

additional layers added between original neural

blocks. Closely related to the adapter approach,

the LoRA (Hu et al., 2022) methods have been pro-

posed this year, this methods rely on adding the

results of a 2-layer perceptron to the linear func-

tions defined in the model; one of its advantage is

that it does not need supplementary computation

(factorizing before inference) for efficiently adapting

to a new task.

Corpus. The corpus SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al.,

2016) strongly participates in improving question-

answering models, providing a large dataset of

questions and extractive answers. More re-

cently, Google published the corpus Natural Ques-

tion (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019): a corpus with natu-

ral language questions, with long and short para-

graphs for answers (extracted from the English

Wikipedia). In conversational QA the corpus CA-

NARD and QUAC (Elgohary et al., 2019; Choi et al.,

2018) are available. For retrieval-based question-

answering where documents are answers, the MS-

Marco passage dataset (Nguyen et al., 2016) is

today the reference for training or fine-tuning mod-

els. If most QA corpora are available in English,

the French community also produced corpora such

as FQuAD (d’Hoffschmidt et al., 2020), Piaf (Ker-

aron et al., 2020) or CALOR-QUEST (Béchet et al.,

2019) for extractive QA. More recently, the CALOR-

DIAL (Béchet et al., 2022) corpus addresses dia-

logue question-answering for the French language.

However, these corpora mainly rely on factual QA,

where the answer is a short text such as a named

entity, an event, a date, a quantity, or a location.

Recently, a new corpus Autogestion (Antoine et al.,

2022) has been created to address non-factual

questions, the associated study demonstrates the

inability of standard models to address most com-

plex questions.

Prompt tuning and LLM. Recent works have fo-

cused on explainable answers by Chain of Thought

prompting (Wei et al., 2022) leveraging huge lan-

guage models. Similarly (Huang et al., 2023) pro-

posed improvements to these approaches with no

additional data needed. For those large models

pre-trained on a huge amount of text, a huge quan-

tity of data is not necessarily required to adapt to a

specific task. For instance, the LLaMA model (Tou-

vron et al., 2023) is effective when fine-tuned with

highly qualitative data. In (Zhou et al., 2023), the

authors showed the importance of the data quality

over the quantity, which encourage us to leverage

our dataset on the fine-tuning of an LLM. Lately,

models like Mistral-7b (Jiang et al., 2023) showed

better performances than twice bigger models such

as llama2-13b, and showed that smaller LLM is a

better choice in many use-cases. Recent experi-

ments have been proposed using the open.ai Chat-

GPT solution to generate instruction-based data

and train models on it (Taori et al., 2023; Zheng

et al., 2023) producing positive results for complex

generation.

3. Collecting CQuAE

To gather a qualitative French corpus for education,

we collected schoolbooks content from middle and

high school mostly about History, Geography, but

also biology, and Civic Education from the “Livre

scolaire”1. In addition, we retrieve Wikipedia ar-

ticles related to education. We filter them using

Wikipedia API with queries based on the titles from

the educational textbooks, then we bring together

the subsections selected. To avoid having too

large contents to read, we decompose Wikipedia

articles considering at most three paragraphs for

a document (within the same section). Thus a

Wikipedia article corresponds to many documents

in our corpus. We collected 3 891 documents (only

1 122 have annotations), composed of 14 433 para-

graphs (3 893 with annotations).

To collect the corpus, we present a paragraph to

the annotators and ask them to create the following

annotations:(a) a question written by the annota-

tor; (b) the question type which may be factual,

definition, course or synthesis; (c) the question

support(s), i.e. extracted spans targeting the sub-

ject of the question;(d) answer element(s) i.e. the

different passages allowing to answer the question

and (e) the handwritten answer from the annota-

tor, using the answer elements.

It should be noted that, for each document, we

ask annotators to create about 10 annotations (and

more if possible). Table 1 gives examples of ques-

tions, and supports these questions.

1https://www.lelivrescolaire.fr/
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Type Question Support

Factual
In which year did Christopher Columbus
reach America ?

Christopher Columbus reached America (1492)

Definition
What is a rotary press ? A rotary press is a typographic press mounted on a cylinder, allowing

continuous printing.

Course
How did the Europeans legitimize their
domination?

Europeans rethink the hierarchy of people within a Christian and
European-centered scheme which then serves to legitimize their
domination

What are the names of those who indi-
cate how to practise the Muslim religion?
According to which text do they do this?

It is the ulemas who regulate religion on the basis of Sharia law.

Synthesis
Why did some French people support the
state of emergency after the 2015 Paris
attacks ?

• protects them against the terrorist threat and the risk of a new
attack, which is feared by all.
• This exceptional regime continues to appear as “a necessity”.

Who needs to be involved to fight climate
change according to Matt Petersen? How
do we do it?

Matt Petersen works for the sustainable development of the city of
Los Angeles, alongside the city’s mayor [...] we need everyone. All
smiles, the mayor of Los Angeles has connected [...] solar panels
installed on private roofs [...] ...

Why does this article call the midinette
movement a ”victory for feminism”?

Midinettes should not be disparaged. It is not in good spirit to tax
them with frivolity because they work in dresses, they are young
and pretty and [...] on of woman, exercised in these tragic...

Table 1: Examples for the four question types (translated from French)

One of the main objectives of our corpus is to

deliver questions requiring different levels of exper-

tise, depending on the type of information needed

to answer them. This ”difficulty” level is related to

the question type field which is one of the following:

• Factual: The answer is a fact or a list of facts

(event, person, location, date...).

• Definition: The answer corresponds to a defi-

nition of a concept or a word.

• Course: The answer is not a fact or a descrip-

tion but contains explanations or many details.

However, it must be explicit in the context.

• Synthesis: The answer relies on different ele-

ments of the text and different pieces of infor-

mation must be gathered or it involves inter-

pretation in order to answer the question.

To ensure we have enough complex questions

and not only factual or definition ones, we explicitly

asked annotators to follow a specific ratio, 40% of

factual and definition, and 60% of synthesis and

course questions. We also instruct annotators

to avoid creating synthesis and course questions

when the document does not offer the possibility to

create them, this ratio is thus not strictly observed.

Two annotator groups have been working on the

dataset: the A group with no specific teaching back-

grounds but educated; and the B group having

knowledge and a specific educational background.

In Table 2 we report the current question type

distribution obtained by both groups. Notice that,

in proportion, the first group (A) produced more

course questions than the second (B with educa-

tional background), while the B group produced

more synthesis questions. Nevertheless, both dis-

tributions are quite similar with, for both of them, a

preference for course questions.

In order to ensure the quality of the questions,

we asked annotators to judge (and correct) other

annotations, this score is not studied in this current

work. For more details on the annotation procedure,

we made available an annotation guideline2. The

corpus is available on an anonymous github3.

Qu. Type Group A Group B Total

Course 4 784 47 490 38 5274 46

Factual 2 106 21 294 22 2400 21

Synthesis 1 756 17 338 26 2094 18

Definition 1 506 15 181 14 1687 15

Total 10 152 89 1 303 11 11 455 100

Table 2: Question types (# and %) for each group

(A=educated, B= with educational background)

4. Corpus Statistical Analysis

In this section, we propose to study the different

properties of the corpus we collected. To assess

the relevance of the different choices, we ana-

lyze different aspects starting with the study of the

length of the questions and the answers. We then

analyze some linguistic features.

4.1. Question and Answer length

To have a better idea of the questions produced, we

compute their length, following the different ques-

tion types. We compare these results to the two

other French QA datasets mentioned earlier, i.e.

FQuAD (d’Hoffschmidt et al., 2020), Piaf (Keraron

et al., 2020), where all the question types are mixed.

Figure 1 illustrates this study. We can observe that

in our corpus, the definition questions are the short-

est ones, with a small deviation. The three other

types are rather similar, but the most difficult ones

2this guide will be given in the final version
3https://gitlab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/

gerald/cquae

https://gitlab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/gerald/cquae
https://gitlab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/gerald/cquae
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Figure 1: Question length depending of the ques-

tion type in our corpus, compared to FQuAD and

Piaf
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Figure 2: Answer length depending of the question

type in our corpus, compared to FQuAD and Piaf

are the longest ones: the synthesis questions, fol-

lowed by the course questions. We can observe

that the deviation is rather important for all of them.

FQuAD and Piaf are quite similar to each other,

with shorter questions and smaller deviations. We

can observe that the factual questions are the most

similar to the questions of these two datasets. It is

not surprising, as most questions in these datasets

are factual.

The same study has been carried out on the

length of the answers. We propose two answers:

the part of the document in which the answer is

found, and the answer composed by the annota-

tor from this extract. In Figure 2 we see that the

synthesis answers are clearly longer than the oth-

ers, some of them being very long. The factual

answers are the shortest. We can also see that

the answers coming from FQuAD and Piaf are sig-

nificantly shorter than the answers in our corpus,

even in the case of factual answers. We thus ob-

tain more often longer questions and always longer

answers. It is not surprising for the complex ques-

tions (such as course and synthesis, but it is also

the case for the other types of questions. We can

conclude from this first study that the questions

composed by the annotators are mostly longer than

those generally found in the literature, even for the

classical factual questions. This phenomenon is

even more pronounced for the answer lengths. It is

probably due to the educational context, where you

cannot only give a simple answer, but you have

to justify it. Thus, the classical existing datasets

cannot give us good examples.

4.2. Linguistic features

After the length of the questions and answers, we

study the words used to ask the different types

of questions. We want to see if the interrogative

forms are different, and also to compare them with

each other. The following figures (Figure 3, 4 and

5) illustrate this point.

Figure 3: Interrogative word at the beginning of

a factual question (on the left) and of a definition

question (on the right)

Figure 4: Interrogative word at the beginning of

a course question (on the left) and of a synthesis

question (on the right)

Figure 5: Interrogative word at the beginning of a

FQuAD question (on the left) and of a Piaf question

(on the right)

The distribution of interrogative words is quite

different depending on the type of questions. For

the factual ones, we find a majority of which or what

in English (both corresponding to quel in French),

and some variants as in which or at which, followed
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by when, who and where. The definition questions

are very specific, with quite only the word what is or

what (in French qu’est-ce or que) to introduce the

questions. The more complex questions make use

of why and how in addition to quel in French (which

may bewhich orwhat) in English, with a rather com-

parable distribution, even if slightly different. So,

we can draw two conclusions: definition questions

are quite different, and the complex questions are

often introduced by why and how which are not

used or very rarely in the other types of question.

If we compare these results with the distribution of

existing datasets as FQuAD and Piaf, as illustrated

in Figure 5, it is not surprising to see that they are

quite similar to each other, and also quite similar

to the distribution of our factual questions: a lot of

what, who, when and very few why or how.

To conclude this analysis, which could be further

developed, we observe that, compared to the other

well-known datasets in French, we have longer

questions and really longer answers, and we have

a large number of questions introduced by why and

how, as we wanted to deal with complex questions

in the educational domain.

5. Experimental Protocol

In this section, we describe the methodology and

the choice made to develop the different parts of a

Retrieval AugmentedGeneration (RAG) framework.

We first describe the dataset, then the retrieval pro-

cedure (how to retrieve relevant documents asso-

ciated with a question), and finally the settings to

train the generator.

5.1. Dataset

To fine-tune the different components of the RAG

framework, we split our corpus into a training, vali-

dation, and test set. We first gathered all questions

belonging to the same document in order to avoid

the model having the same documents during train-

ing and testing steps. We sampled different splits

and selected the one where train and test sets have

the most similar proportion of schoolbook docu-

ments, and consequently the same proportion of

Wikipedia documents. We summarize in the table

3 the characteristics of the different splits.

5.2. Document Retrieval

In order to generate a correct or adapted answer,

we would base the generation process on a lim-

ited collection of verified documents. In order to

generate accurate and contextually appropriate re-

sponses, our approach initiates the generation pro-

cess by employing a retrieval step, which supply

a limited set of verified documents. Thus it is nat-

ural to consider as the first step of the pipeline a

Train Validation Test

N-questions 10 490 407 558

definition 14% 14% 19%
factual 21% 22% 19%
course 46% 45% 45%
synthesis 18% 19% 17%

schoolbook 46% 54% 45%

Table 3: Characteristics of the splits, with N-

questions the number of question in each set, and

definition, factual, course, synthesis the percentage

of each question type. The last row give the por-

tion of schoolbook documents on total number of

collected documents (wikipedia and schoolbook).

retrieval process to yield an answer derived from

relevant educational document passages. We can

easily judge the relevance of the paragraphs re-

trieved, as the questions are created on the basis

of a document where annotators have selected the

location of the answer elements.

If a paragraph contains part of the text that has

been selected by the annotators we would con-

sider the paragraph as relevant to the question.

Notice that we consider as paragraphs collection,

all paragraphs collected whether or not it has been

manually annotated (see section 3).

Models. If today a large number of models are

available for English language retrieval, only a few

are trained on the French language. For the ex-

periments, we choose to evaluate the following

approaches:

• BM25 (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009): The

classical retrieval baseline based on TF-IDF.

• DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) : A Dense Pas-

sage Retrieval approach, based on represen-

tation embedding and comparison between

documents and questions. Notice that we con-

sidered as a pre-trained model a French ver-

sion of BERT fine-tuned on PIAF and FQuAD

corpus4.

• DPR-FT: The same DPR model fine-tuned on

our corpus using the Haystack framework5 for

fine-tuning and ranking (during two epochs)

For training the DPR-FT approach we considered

hard negative paragraphs (wrong passages with

relevant words), paragraphs retrieved from BM25

having a rank between 30 and 40.

4https://huggingface.co/etalab-ia/
dpr-question_encoder-fr_qa-camembert

5https://haystack.deepset.ai/

https://huggingface.co/etalab-ia/dpr-question_encoder-fr_qa-camembert
https://huggingface.co/etalab-ia/dpr-question_encoder-fr_qa-camembert
https://haystack.deepset.ai/
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5.3. Learning to generate questions and

answers

One of the multiple uses of our corpus is to learn

how to answer questions according to a source

document without using external information, the

goal is to limit hallucination and control the con-

tent shown to users. Here we focus on the Large

Language Models we fine-tuned for this task. We

choose the LLaMA2-7b and Mistral-7b models for

their performances on many public benchmarks.

We limit our experiments to 7b parameters models

due to computational limitation, in future works, we

might explore bigger model.

We fine-tuned the two algorithms on the task of

question answering, given the instruction ’Réponds

clairement à la question en te basant exclusivement

sur les paragraphes associés.’6, followed by the

question and the associated paragraphs used by

the annotators to write the answer. With these set-

tings, we launch fine-tuning of those two models for

3 epochs on the dataset on an A100-80go. We use

the Low Rank Adaptation method (LoRA), bf16 pre-
cision, and 4bit quantization. We set the maximum

input size at 4096 tokens as our longer sample

is around 3000 tokens. We used a batch size of

64 (using gradient accumulation). In the end, we
choose the checkpoint with the lowest validation

loss after 1.5 epochs.

In our study, we employed the Rouge unigram

score (R-1), ROUGE-L (R-L) score, and the Sacre-

BLEU score as our primary evaluation metrics. By

focusing on recall, ROUGE-L ensures that the gen-

erated text contains important information from the

reference. SacreBLEU compares n-grams in the

reference and generated texts. We acknowledge

that those metrics cannot entirely validate the rele-

vance of the generated answers, so we also con-

sider a human evaluation.

6. Analysis

6.1. Document Retrieval

In this section, we address the retrieval problem,

the question is whether or not we can use ranking

systems to retrieve the correct documents. We

summarize the performances of the three ranking

systems discussed in section 5.2 in the table 4.

Paying attention to the BM25 performances we

would first observe that P@1 reaches .53, which
means that in half the cases the first document re-

trieved is one of the document selected by the an-

notators. As BM25 methods rely on bag-of-words,

we can suppose that rare or specific tokens (or

words) are present at least in half of the queries. In

6Give a clear answer to the question, basing your

answer exclusively on the relevant paragraphs.

parallel, the Average Precision at 10 (AP@10) is
slightly higher compared to P@1 but still close to
each other. Therefore, we can advance three hy-

potheses to explain this behavior: remaining ques-

tions (about 40%) rely on complex linguistic struc-

tures where bag-of-words approaches struggle; re-

maining questions have missing context elements;

many documents can answer the questions. To

complete this study, we additionally provide ex-

periments using language model approaches for

ranking. However, the BM25 method performs

better in all cases, with more relevant documents

in the first position (P@1) and a better ranking

of relevant documents (nDCG@10 and RR met-

rics take document position into account in their

calculation). Indeed, ranking approaches based

on complex transformer models rarely outperform

feature-based approaches for the French language.

This is particularly due to the lack of retrieval corpus

in the French language, as there is no equivalent

in French of a large corpus as MSMarco (English

corpus). Even if offering poor performances, we

should observe that fine-tuning the DPR model

on our data always gives similar or better perfor-

mances. This behavior underlines that our corpus

has some intrinsic specificities that are not present

in the FQuAD-like corpus.

Ranker P@1 RR nDCG@10 AP@10

BM25 .53 .62 .67 .59

DPR .43 .52 .54 .50
DPR-FT .43 .53 .56 .51

Table 4: Ranking performances on our corpus for

the different approaches (see section 5.2)

While results depicted in the table 4 give informa-

tion on how many original documents/paragraphs

are retrieved, it does not inform if the retrieved doc-

ument is relevant to the topic of the question. To

verify whether the documents retrieved were out of

topic or not, we designed a small experiment where

human evaluators were asked to decide if the first

document retrieved by the BM25 method is related

or not to the question. Considering six annotators

we asked them to decide on 20 questions each.

On the evaluated set (120 questions), in 75.8% of

the cases the documents retrieved were relevant

to answer the question. This is much higher than

the P@1 performances (53%), thus, we can state

that in some cases, many paragraphs in the corpus

contain an answer to a question.

6.2. The Retrieval Augmented Generation

(RAG) framework

In this section, we will consider the whole RAG
framework with a simple automatic pipeline with at

the first stage the BM25 ranking approach (retrieval
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part) and at the second stage the question answer-

ing approach (generation part). We evaluated three

configurations: the models without any adaption in

a zero-shot setting (ZS), the models fine-tuned on

our corpus (FT), and, the models fine-tuned using

instead of documents provided by annotators the

documents retrieved by the BM25 approach (FT-

R). Notice that only the last configuration can be

considered as a RAG framework. The results of the

different configurations are reported in the table

5. In our fine-tuning protocol according to results,

Config Model R-1 R-L BLEU

ZS
LLAMA2 .18 .14 4
Mistral .34 .29 13

FT
LLAMA2 .52 .45 23

Mistral .41 .35 14

FT-R
LLAMA2 .47 .35 14

Mistral .36 .30 11

Table 5: Scores obtained with the different config-

uration of Llama2-7b and Mistral-7b models.

it seems that all models benefit from fine-tuning

whatever the metric considered. The Mistral model

obtains better performances for the zero-shot con-

figuration than the LLAMA2 model, in fine-tuning

we get the opposite conclusion. However, while the

Mistral model seems to have poor performances

regarding the fine-tuned results, it is still difficult to

state if it generates fewer correct answers. Indeed,

ROUGE and BLEU compute a score based on the

number of common n-grams between the text and

the references (in our case only one reference),

thus Mistral may eventually make extended use of

synonymous or different sentence construction.

6.3. Influence of the question type

As described in the section 3, in addition to ques-

tions, answers, and relevant passages we asked

annotators to select a category for each question

(definition, factual, course, and synthesis). Those

categories implicitly represent the difficulty level of

each question. Thus, we propose to analyze results

in terms of n-grams-based scores for each of the

question types. We reported performances in the

table 6 for both LLAMA and Mistral fine-tuned mod-

els. Looking at the different models’ performances

we can observe that for all different question types,

the Mistral model got lower scores. It therefore

tends to confirm the hypothesis that our fine-tuned

version of Mistral tends to produce more incorrect

answers. Particularly, Mistral got the lower score

for factual questions while generally, the answer is

often a named-entity.

Furthermore, we observe that factual questions

obtain the highest scores, while synthesis ques-

tions obtain lower scores for each measure. We

model type R-1 R-L BLEU

llama-FT course 0.50 0.43 21.88

definition 0.52 0.48 22.39

factual 0.66 0.58 35.29

synthesis 0.43 0.35 13.87

mistral-FT course 0.37 0.31 11.88

definition 0.44 0.39 14.85

factual 0.55 0.49 23.08

synthesis 0.33 0.26 7.94

Table 6: N-grams based metrics performances for

the different type of question for the different mod-

els and configuration

can interpret this result in two ways: firstly, syn-

thesis questions are much more difficult to answer

correctly; secondly, synthesis answers leave more

freedom in the words chosen, i.e. different formu-

lations of the answer are possible. By contrast,

answering factual questions is straightforward, as

the range of vocabulary is limited. However, we

cannot easily confirm or refute these hypotheses

without human evaluation.

6.4. Human evaluation of the answers

Evaluate quality of the answer In text genera-

tion, it is not easy to consider automatic evaluation,

even if we get reference answers, as language is

the dress of thought, and we have many ways to ex-

press the same idea. Consequently, we designed

metrics based on the human judgment. For the

following experiments we ask six educated anno-

tators to evaluate the answer according to binary

criteria :

• SYN: Is the answer syntactically correct?

• UND: Is the answer semantically correct?

• COR: Is it the correct answer ?

• CTX: Does the answer use the document

given or retrieved to produce the answer with-

out adding any additional information?

• PAR: Does the answer miss some information

or could be improved?

We first ask the annotators to judge 20 answers

following the criteria below (given paragraphs con-

text and the question) and evaluate an agreement.

The results are reported in the table 77, if most

of the annotators agreed on the different criteria

(frommedium to high agrement), the criterion ”CTX”

seems to be the exception. A hypothesis is that

7For Fleiss Kappa measure, a score between 0.2 and

0.4 is considered as a slight agreement, from 0.4 to 0.6

to medium agreement and above to high agreement
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SYN UND COR CTX PAR

.80 .51 .63 .34 .52

Table 7: Fleiss kappa computed across five differ-

ent criterion (binary criterion) on 20 annotations

Model SYN UND COR CTX PAR

L-FT 87.5 94.2 65.0 74.2 47.5
L-FTR 89.2 89.2 49.2 63.3 47.5
M-FT 24.2 31.7 35.0 43.3 60
M-FTR 25.0 38.3 25.8 43.3 65.8

Table 8: Human evaluation scores obtained on

Llama2-7b and Mistral-7b, with source context or

BM25 document retrieval (in %).

annotators did not agree on what is used from the

context to answer the question or consider the cri-

terion irrelevant for a wrong answer.

We report in the table 8 the average of those crite-

ria for 120 answers evaluated for each model (480

different questions were evaluated in total, with 80

different questions by annotator). The evaluation

suggests that indeed LLAMA model is better for the

task (at least in the French language) as it has a

much higher score than Mistral. Particularly, differ-

ent experiments could be designed in future work

to improve Mistral answers, such as changing the

prompt or using more French data for fine-tuning

(in the pre-trained model we fine-tuned, no French

instruction-based data were considered). Mistral

model, in the current training setting and for the

current task, is not relevant. Naturally, having cor-

rect documents not only leads to improved answers

(65% vs 49.2%) but also eases the incorporation of

context into answer generation (74.2 vs 63.3).

Evaluation by type of question An important

question remains: how the type of question has an

impact on the model’s performance. In the table

type model UND COR CTX PAR

Course L-FT 96.2 67.9 79.2 0.0

L-FTR 92.5 54.7 75.5 20.8

Definition L-FT 88.5 65.4 73.1 0.0

L-FTR 88.5 57.7 57.7 26.9

Factual L-FT 95.7 60.9 82.6 4.3

L-FTR 91.3 39.1 60.9 21.7

Synthesis L-FT 94.4 61.1 50.0 0.0

L-FTR 77.8 33.3 38.9 33.3

Table 9: Human evaluation by question type(%).

8, we reported the average ’yes’ answer from the

annotators for each criterion according to the ques-

tion type. As anticipated, utilizing BM25 prior to

generation results in lower scores for the question

correctness criterion, which is likely attributed to

the presence of out-of-topic retrieved documents.

Interestingly, table 9 reveals that the performances

of the models remain consistent whatever the type

of the question. It contrasts with the automatic eval-

uation where the performance decreases with the

difficulty of the question. Especially, for synthesis

questions, which obtain the same performance or

better one than other types. As a result, we can

assume that, for synthesis questions, numerous

answers may exist that do not rely on specific word

choices, while for other question types, it is more

likely that the answers use a closer vocabulary. A

limitation of our approaches is the incomplete or

improvable answers according to the PAR criterion.

Quality of the questions In addition to the previ-

ous annotation, we also asked the six annotators to

provide information on the quality of the questions.

During the annotation, the annotators had to label if

the question was incorrect and not-understandable,

incorrect but meaningful (small correction could

make the question correct), or correct. 3.75% of

the questions fall into the first category, those ques-

tions have to be cropped from the dataset. The

second category contains 13.1% of the evaluated

set, for this category we plan to organize a subse-

quent annotation campaign to rectify and improve

those data (correction of questions and answers

text). Consequently, 84% of the questions are to-

day considered to be of high quality.

7. Discussion

In this work, we presented a new question-

answering corpus for education in the French lan-

guage. Our main focus is on developing educa-

tional content that closely resembles what a teacher

can create, encompassing both questions and an-

swers. In the different analyses of the corpus, we

highlight the characteristics of the collected data,

showing that the question and answer distribution

is significantly different from mainstream question-

answering dataset. Notably, a large part of the an-

swers to the questions rely on explanations rather

than straightforward factual answers.

The primary objective is to create a corpus suit-

able for designing systems that assist teachers to

design courses, such as question and answer rely-

ing on educational material. To verify its adequacy,

we developed a Retrieval Augmented Framework,

using a retrieval and an answer generation system

powered by large language models. We analyzed

performances using both human and automatic

evaluation, in order to offer insights and informa-

tion regarding the corpus’s quality and its suitability

for training the different components of the RAG

framework.

However, while the quality and the educational
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focus of the corpus seem promising for further ap-

proaches, some issues remain. Indeed, the eval-

uation reveals that a few questions are incorrect.

Although, the human evaluation showed that most

of them can be easily reformulated. We intend to

initiate a new annotation campaign to rectify those

issues and ensure the highest quality questions.

Additionally, our exploration on other courses

revealed that textual information is not enough to

answer complex questions. Particularly in biology,

most of the courses are based on schematics. We

therefore intend to extend this corpus to design an-

swers and questions that encompass both images

and textual information.
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